2015/2016 GenEd ARGs
(Assessment Reading Groups)

Social Science:
Claire Curtis (POLI), John Windholm (PSYC), Kevin Keenan (URST), Barbara Borg (ANTH)

Foreign Languages:
Emily Beck (SPAN), Devon Hanahan (SPAN), Shawn Morrison (FREN), Lisa Signori (FREN)

Writing:
Meg Scott-Copes, Chris Warnick, Betsy Baker, Cassie Thomas

History:
Lisa Covert, Rich Bodek, Bryan Ganaway, Rana Mikati

Math/Logic:
Iana Anguelova, Jason Howell, Kate Owens, Andrew Przeworski

Natural Science:
Miranda McManus (BIOL), Richard Lavrich (CHEM), Steven Jaume (GEOL), Gardner Marshall (PHYS/ASTR)

Humanities:
Larry Krasnoff (PHIL), Jon Hale (EDFS), Mark Landis (THTR), Irina Gigova (HIST), Laura Turner (THTR), Gayle Goudy (ARTH)